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Build Opportunities

Reimagined +SPACES
Pluspuu Homes introduces +Spaces, a luxury, present-day
approach to a new way of living. Our reimagined +Spaces
promote an elegant, functional and sustainable Scandinavian
design and space solution. +Spaces provides an environment
filled with comfort, warmth and earthiness, while delivering
your modern living necessities.

MESSAGE FROM JOEL
President & CEO of Pluspuu Homes Canada
Serial entrepreneur, Joel Doherty, stumbled across Pluspuu Homes
in Dwell magazine. Joel recognized the growing demand in Canada
for an aesthetically modern, quality log home product that includes
new cutting-edge engineered log technology.
“Many industries have undergone significant disruption due to new
technology advancement, enhanced client focus and superior whiteglove service beyond previous expectations. Pluspuu in Canada
strives to do the same, not only to make your dreams come true,
but to offer you dreams you never even imagined." -Joel Doherty
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SERENITY

PRODUCTIVITY

CAPACITY

BY DESIGN

BY EFFICIENCY

BY APPLICATION

A + Space setting is the ideal opportunity to create
that escape from everyday life and focus solely on
you! Unwind, relax, focus on your mind & body in
whatever way works best for you. Conduct your Yoga
sessions, meditation, physical workouts or utilize this
creative space for your individual hobbies, whether it
be painting, music, dancing, photography, pottery or
whatever you choose to benefit your mind & soul.
Your mind, body & soul will appreciate the serenity of
this space dedicated solely to your well-being and
mental health.

Create your own private, quiet and functional work
space, close by but noticeably separate from the main
family summer home. Enjoy your early morning views
& sounds, make that perfect cup of coffee and enjoy
the short commute across the cool green grass and
enter your own private work oasis. Allow yourself the
ability to focus on your work without distraction.
Maximize your productivity as efficiently and
effectively as possible so you can get back to the
family and your beautiful surroundings as quickly as
possible

A + Space model provides the opportunity to
celebrate, enjoy, catch-up on one another’s lives and
host a larger contingent of family and friends with our
new decorative spaces. Increasing your overall
capacity at your summer home or cottage, a + Space
design can be laid out to add overnight
accommodation for your guests to stay and relax in
comfort and luxury. Sleeping up to 6, our models are
designed to complement the beautiful property and
setting you currently enjoy and offer that ability for
others to enjoy it with you.
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WHY PARTNER?
WITH PLUSPUU HOMES
QUALITY
Our Log Homes are crafted using
Premium Engineered Kiln-Dried
White Pine Logs, a Scandinavian
design favourite.
PRECISION PRE-CUT LOGS
Each Log Home is precision-cut to
ensure all log components fit
together properly and eliminate the
need for customizations on the job
site.
SIMPLICITY
From design services to package
components, your Log Home
materials are pre-defined and a
turnkey home is simpler than you
may have thought.

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
Pluspuu Homes provides on-site
general contracting services and
quality control services from start
to finish of your turnkey home.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROGRAMS
Pluspuu Homes offers a complete
full-home, three kit materials
package guarantee, backed by our
Timberhaven Lifetime Warranty.

COMPLETENESS
Our White Glove customer-centric
approach from initial consultation
to your home completion is
unparalleled in the prefabricated
home market today.
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MANUFACTURING

ON-SITE SERVICES

FINISHED HOME

ACCURACY IN ENGINEERING

SIMPLISTIC CONSTRUCTION

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

Our homes are manufactured and
blueprinted to be precision cut to allow
for a seamless package delivery that
does not require additional
customization on-site. Our proprietary
manufacturing process creates a nonsettling wood engineered product
which ensures zero chinking or twisting
of the logs over time. Resulting in no
long term structural maintenance.

Our homes are delivered direct to site
in three kits to ensure a fast and
efficient build process. . Our Log and
Timber Kit consists of the framing of
the home, taking only four weeks to
complete. Comparing this to a
traditional home builder which takes an
average of 14-16 weeks for framing,
ensures significant labour savings for
our clients.

Our homes have a certified 0% airflow
rating and the engineered logs offer an
energy rating of R49 without insulation
or additional heating systems. Our
homes take an average 12-14 weeks to
build your turnkey home. In addition,
our homes come with a Timberhaven
Lifetime Warranty.
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MODELS STARTING FROM THE MID $200,000's

ROSSEAU +SPACE

ROSSEAU LOFT+SPACE
Rosseau +Spaces are a compact additional space
designed to integrate seamlessly into your existing
home or cottage. Large floor-to-ceiling windows
allow for modern living immersed by nature. Choose
Rosseau to welcome more guests, work without
distraction or escape to recharge.
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UTÖ +SPACE

MUSKOKA +SPACE

Utö is a compact small cabin, side

The Muskoka +Space is designed

apartment or guest house. Large

with the Muskoka region in mind.

floor-to-ceiling windows bring

Focusing on the historical pitch roof

nature into living areas. The

style, this model blends naturally

covered front terrace provides

into the existing landscape and

protection from the weather.

solves for any additional space
solutions.
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START THINKING +SPACES TODAY!
dreamscometrue@pluspuuhomes.ca |
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